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ABSTRACT 

 

Foreign accented speech recognition systems have to deal 

with the acoustic realization of sounds by non-native 

speakers that does not always match with native models.  

Thus the standard native speech modelling alone is generally 

not adequate, and it is usually extended with models of 

phonemes estimated from speech data of foreign languages, 

and often complemented with extra pronunciation variants.  

Previous studies showed that such modelling techniques are 

effective.  In this paper, several modelling approaches are 

briefly recalled and their performances in the recognition of 

non-native speech comprising multiple foreign accents, are 

analyzed.  Afterwards, the adaptation of the acoustic models 

on various sets of non-native speech is studied.  Results 

show that an adaptation on a limited set of foreign accents 

provides speech recognition performance improvements 

even on foreign accents absent from the adaptation data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Efficient handling of foreign accent is getting crucial in 

automatic speech recognition systems as speech enabled 

information services are more and more used by non-native 

speakers for our society is getting ever more cosmopolitan.  

However, although the recognition of native speech reaches 

in many cases an acceptable level, speech recognition 

performance is considerably lowered when the system has to 

deal with words or sentences uttered with an altered 

pronunciation, due for example to a foreign accent.  Non-

native accent processing remains among the most difficult 

speech recognition tasks [1].  Foreign accent is harder to 

handle than regional accent, as it is less homogenous and it 

depends both on the native language of the speaker and on 

his capability to imitate the pronunciation of the target 

language.  In fact, speakers speaking a foreign language can 

slightly alter some phoneme features: for example aspirated 

stops can become non aspirated.  Also, speakers can replace 

a phoneme of the target language, which is absent in their 

native language phoneme inventory, with the one they 

consider as the closest in their native language [2].  

Moreover, even for the same native language influence there 

can be several degrees of foreign accent. 

One of the reasons of the degradation of the recognition 

performance observed on foreign accented speech is that the 

acoustic models are usually trained only on speech with 

standard native pronunciations.  Adding accented speech 

into the training data base may not solve the problem, as 

modelling together too "heterogeneous" pronunciations may 

not be efficient for any foreign accent, and the resulting 

modelling may be less efficient for standard pronunciation.  

It was found that a separate modelling of dialects is needed 

to capture accurately non-native pronunciations [3].  In 

addition, differences between foreign accented speech and 

native speech occur also at the phonological level [4].  

Therefore, for dealing efficiently with foreign accented 

speech, speech recognition systems should handle variants 

occurring at the acoustic level [5] and at the phonological 

level [6]. 

When dealing with a single foreign accent, efficient 

techniques were studied including adaptation on some 

accented data [7], application of alteration rules, and usage 

of acoustic models of both target and native languages [4], 

[5].  For multiple accents, acoustic models of several 

languages were combined [8] and the pronunciation 

alteration rules were defined from phonetic knowledge or 

were estimated from some accented data [9]. 

This paper focuses on the recognition of non-native 

speech comprising multiple accents. An application context 

corresponds to speech-activated interactive vocal services, 

where the identity of the speaker, thus its non-native accent, 

is not known.  The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 

describes the speech corpus used, recalls the various 

modelling approaches and discusses the recognition results.  

The approaches include the baseline system relying on 

native speech modelling only, the application of 

phonological rules and the introduction of acoustic models 

estimated from foreign data.  Section 3 analyzes the 

behaviour of these approaches when the acoustic models are 
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adapted on non-native speech data.  Several subsets of non-

native speech data are considered in order to investigate the 

impact of the nature of non-native accents present in the 

adaptation subset. 

2. SPEECH DATA AND MODELLING OVERVIEW 

The speech corpus used in this study was collected from 

speakers originating from various countries pronouncing 

French words or expressions.  As this corpus exhibits several 

types of foreign accents, phonological rules for predicting 

pronunciation variants, as well acoustic units trained on data 

from a few foreign languages were used to enrich the 

pronunciation modelling.  

2.1. Speech data 

The speech corpus was collected from speakers originating 

from 24 countries.  The corpus contains French isolated 

words and expressions collected over the telephone.  It was 

split into two parts, one used as an adaptation set (in section 

3), and the other as a test set. The types of non-native 

accents are detailed below for the test set. The adaptation set 

has a similar size and exhibits the same accents, but was 

collected from different speakers. 

In all the reported experiments the recognition 

vocabulary consisted of 83 French words and expressions.  

Some vocabulary entries had rather similar phonetic forms 

as for example "oui" (w.i � yes) and "huit" (Y.i.t � 8). 

For analyzing the speech recognition performances with 

respect to the accents, the test set was divided into subsets, 

each one corresponding to the French utterances pronounced 

by speakers originating from a given language group.  11 

language groups were defined. 

• French group: 94 speakers from France, Belgium, 

Switzerland, Canada, Guadeloupe, Reunion, ... 

• Spanish group: 35 speakers from Spain. 

• English group: 96 speakers from USA, UK, Ireland & 

Australia. 

• German group: 113 speakers from Germany & Austria. 

• Italian group: 56 speakers from Italy. 

• Portuguese group: 17 speakers from Portugal. 

• African group: 50 speakers from Senegal, Congo, Mali, 

…  (all these countries are francophone and there was 

no indication of the speaker mother tongue). 

• Arabic group: 53 speakers from Algeria, Tunisia & 

Morocco. 

• Turkish group: 53 speakers from Turkey. 

• Cambodian group: 48 speakers from Cambodia (the 

Cambodian – Khmer – language does not contain 

tones). 

• Asian group: 69 speakers from China & Vietnam.  

(these two languages are tonal languages). 

Eventually two clusters were also defined. The first one 

is named "EsEnDe" and corresponds to the merge of the 

Spanish, English and German groups.  The second one is 

named "Other" and corresponds to the merge of the 

remaining groups: Italian, Portuguese, African, Arabic, 

Turkish, Cambodian and Asian groups. 

2.2. Baseline native speech modelling (model M1) 

The speech recognition system used in this study is HMM-

based and relies on a context-dependent modelling of the 

phonemes.  It uses mixtures of Gaussian densities applied on 

Mel frequency cepstral features, including first and second 

temporal derivatives. 

The corresponding baseline recognition results obtained 

with standard French acoustic models (trained on a large 

telephone French speech corpus) and standard pronunciation 

descriptions of the vocabulary words are reported in Figure 

1 (model M1.A1
1
 – left bar).  The French speakers obtain 

the lowest error rate, but large differences are observed in 

the error rates among the various language groups ranging 

from less than 6% for German speakers up to 12% and more 

for Spanish and English speakers. 

2.3. Phonological rules (model M2) 

As already mentioned, in non-native speech some phonemes 

may be replaced by others when a target phoneme is not 

present in the native language.  Phonological rules were 

found useful for generating pronunciation variants in foreign 

accented speech recognition ([4], [6] and [8]).  Here, the 

following sets of rules were used. 

The first set of phonological rules deals with vowels 

having two apertures and no relevant timber difference, such 

as [e, �] and [ø, œ]. For these vowels, both variants (open 

and closed) are specified as possible: 
 e � (e + �) 

The second set of phonological rules handles possible 

denasalisation of nasal vowels.  In non-native speech, a 

French nasal vowel may be decomposed into an oral vowel 

which corresponds to the same vocalic timber as the nasal 

one followed by a nasal consonant: 

 �

 � �

 + � N 
The phonetic realization of 'N' depends on its right context, 
and it is [n] before apical consonants, [m] before labial 
consonants and [�] before velar consonants. 

The third set of phonological rules handles the possible 
replacement of the French front rounded vowel [y] by a back 
rounded vowel [u] and of the French front rounded semi-
vowel [�] by the back rounded semi-vowel [w].  In fact, 
speakers having a heavy accent in French often show 
difficulty uttering a front rounded vowel when their native 
language does not contain such a vowel. 

Figure 1 reports results when phonological rules are 

applied on the vocabulary word pronunciation descriptions: 

                                                 
1
 In the figures, the names Mn.Ak refer to both the type of modelling 

(baseline: M1, phonological rules: M2, and so on) and the data on which 

the acoustic models are trained (standard training sets for generic units: 

A1, task adaptation with various subsets of non-native data: A2 to A5). 



model M2.A1 (second bar).  While the rules lead to 

significant recognition improvements on data from some 

language groups, they are ineffective for other groups.  

Nevertheless, overall they improve recognition 

performances. 

2.4. Phone models from foreign languages (model M3) 

Non native speakers may utter phonemes either as they are 
pronounced in the target language or as they are pronounced 
in their mother tongue, therefore pronunciation variants can 
be retrieved using models of phonemes of the mother 
tongue.  This method performs well in a bilingual approach, 
as described in [4] and [5], when the mother tongue of the 
speaker is known.  But when the speaker's mother tongue is 
not known it is only possible to rely on an enriched 
modelling using various available foreign models. 
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Figure 2 – Training scheme for foreign standard units (left) 

and French units adapted on foreign data (right). 

Standard models of the phonemes in each language are 

trained in a classical way, using speech data and associated 

pronunciation descriptions.  Here, large telephone speech 

corpora from each language were used. For example 

German models of the German phonemes are trained using 

German speech data pronounced by German speakers, as 

indicated on the left part of Figure 2. 

Then, for each phoneme several models are used: on the 

one hand, the model of the phoneme in the target language 

(e.g. e_fr_FR for the French model of the phoneme /e/), and 

on the other hand the models of the corresponding phonemes 

in other languages.  In the reported experiments, the foreign 

standard units used correspond to Spanish, English and 

German languages as represented on the left part of Figure 

3. 
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Figure 3 – Adding foreign standard units (left)  

or French units adapted on foreign data (right). 

The context-dependent modelling was defined in such a 

way that models from different languages could be glued 

together with proper handling of the contexts. 

Recognition results are reported in Figure 1.  The model 

M3.A1 (third bar) corresponds to the application of 

phonological rules and the introduction of standard foreign 

units into the modelling.  Introducing foreign standard units 

improves the speech recognition performances for Spanish 

and English speakers, that is, two of the languages from 

which foreign units were added; however no improvement is 

observed for the other language groups. 

2.5. Target language phone models adapted on foreign 

speech (model M4) 

Another way of enriching the modelling consists in using 
models of phonemes of the target language adapted on 
speech data from foreign languages (right part of Figure 2).  
For each phoneme, besides the model corresponding to the 
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Figure 1 – Error rates for each language group for baseline and modeling variants, before task and accent adaptation. 



target language, a few adapted models were added.  In the 
reported experiments, the adapted models introduced were 
the models of the French phonemes adapted on Spanish data 
(for example e_fr_SP), English data (e_fr_EN) and German 
data (e_fr_DE): these are the same 3 languages as before.  
An example is represented on the right part of figure 3. 

The correspondences between the phonemes of the 

target language and the phonemes of each foreign language 

were handled during the adaptation process [8].  As an 

example, let's take the words "Paris" and "message" from the 

English corpus. Their standard English pronunciations are: 
Paris_uk  �   p_uk . a_uk . r_uk . i_uk . s_uk 
message_uk  �   m_uk . e_uk . s_uk . �_uk . d�_uk 

where the suffix "_uk" indicates a British pronunciation, 
given in terms of British-English phoneme units.  In order to 
match these English units with French units, either simple 
correspondences between units are used, such as a_uk � 
a_fr, or more complex ones, such as d�_uk � d_fr . �_fr.  
Applying these transformations on every lexicon 
pronunciation lead to the following descriptions: 

Paris_uk  �   p_fr . a_fr . r_fr . i_fr . s_fr 
message_uk  �   m_fr . e_fr . s_fr . �_fr . d_fr . �_fr 

These transformed descriptions were then used for 

adapting the models of the French phonemes on English 

speech data.  The few phonemes that do not have 

counterpart in the target language can be either associated to 

some garbage units or the corresponding sentences can be 

ignored during the adaptation process. 

From the results reported in Figure 1, model M4.A1 

(fourth bar), recognition performance improves on many 

language groups when models of the target language (here 

French) adapted on foreign data are used together with 

phonological rules. 

2.6. Selection of foreign adapted units (model M5) 

A previous study [10] also showed that selecting the most 

relevant foreign adapted units provides better recognition 

performances than when keeping all of them.  The results 

obtained when keeping only the most frequently used units 

on the training set are also reported in Figure 1, model 

M5.A1 (last bar).  The most frequently used units were 

obtained by aligning a data set (here the adaptation set was 

used) on the pronunciation variants and then counting the 

frequency of usage of the variants for each phoneme. 

With such a selection, the recognition performance 

degradation on the French speakers is reduced.  The 

improvement on the language groups corresponding to the 

added units is a bit smaller, but better results are obtained on 

the other language groups. 

Table 1 – Summary of results with generic acoustic models. 

 French 

Span., 

Engl. & 

Germ. 

Other 

language 

groups 

 1227 utt 3106 utt 4322 utt 

M1.A1: Baseline 
4.9 % 

(+/- 1.2 %) 
9.0 % 

(+/- 1.0 %) 
8.9 % 

(+/- 0.9 %) 

M5.A1: phonological rules 

& selected fr adapted units 
5.9 % 7.4 % 7.5 % 

Table 1 summarizes the results and shows that an 

enriched modelling using both phonological rules and a 

selection of adapted units leads to significant recognition 

improvements on non-native speech containing multiple 

accents. In each table, the 95% confidence intervals are 

indicated for the baseline results. 

3. TASK AND ACCENT ADAPTATION 

This section investigates the behaviour of the various 

modelling approaches when the acoustic models are adapted 

on accented data. 

3.1. All accents adaptation 

In a first set of experiments, the acoustic models were 

adapted using all the data in the adaptation set which 
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Figure 4 – Error rates for each language group for baseline and modeling variants, after task and accent adaptation. 



exhibited similar non-native accents as those present in the 

test set.  The training scheme is represented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 – Task and accent adaptation scheme. 

The recognition results obtained with the task and 

accent adapted models are reported in Figure 4.  Obviously, 

the adaptation improves the recognition performances for all 

types of modelling. 

When the baseline modelling is used, consisting of only 

French units with no phonological rules, even after task and 

all accent adaptation (model M1.A5), the error rates for non-

native speakers remain much higher than for French 

speakers.  

Adding few pronunciation variants through 

phonological rules (model M2.A5) provides better results 

for almost all language groups, hence proving their 

importance in such a recognition task. 

As for the results obtained with models trained on 

foreign data, their behaviour after task and all accents 

adaptation are somewhat similar to the behaviour of the 

results obtained with the standard generic models: the 

introduction of units corresponding to the adaptation of 

French phonemes on foreign data (model M4.A5) leads to 

better recognition performances than the introduction of 

standard units of foreign languages (model M3.A5).  

Moreover, the restriction of variants, to those using the 

foreign adapted French units that are the most frequently 

observed on force alignments of the adaptation set data, 

remains the best performing solution, even after task and all 

accents adaptation (model M5.A5). 

Table 2 – Summary of results with adapted acoustic models. 

 French 

Span., 

Engl. & 

Germ. 

Other 

language 

groups 

 1227 utt 3106 utt 4322 utt 

M1.A5: Baseline, adapted 

on all accents 
3.2 % 

(+/- 1.0 %) 
5.6 % 

(+/- 0.8 %) 
5.9 % 

(+/- 0.7 %) 

M5.A5: phon. rules & sel. 

units; adapted on all accents 
4.2 % 5.2 % 5.2 % 

3.2. Adaptation on subsets of accents 

This second set of experiments aims at studying the impact 

of the task and accent adaptation when only subsets of 

accents are present in the adaptation data. 

In order to do so, the adaptation set was split into 

several subsets.  The first one corresponded to the 

adaptation data (French words or expressions) uttered by 

French speakers only.  The second subset, named "EsEnDe" 

corresponded to the adaptation data (French words or 

expressions) uttered by Spanish, English and German 

speakers.  Finally the last subset, named "Other" 

corresponded to the adaptation data (French words or 

expressions) uttered by speaker of other language groups, 

that is Italian, Portuguese, African, Arabic, Turkish, 

Cambodian and Asian. 

Results obtained for the best modelling variants (i.e. 

model M5: application of phonological rules and selection 

of added foreign-adapted French units) are reported in 

Figure 6.  Results show that adaptation on French speakers 

provides a small improvement for almost all the language 

groups.  This can be considered as the effect of the task 

adaptation, as recording conditions were similar for French 
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Figure 6 – Error rates for each language group for the best modeling variant, after various accents adaptation. 



and non-native speakers. An adaptation using Spanish, 

English and German speakers provides noticeable 

improvements for these language groups.  The interesting 

point is that such a limited accent adaptation yields 

significant recognition performance improvements also on 

the other language groups.  However, the adaptation on the 

subset "Other" reveals that the best results are still obtained 

when the adaptation and testing sets correspond to the same 

type of accents. Finally using the full adaptation set leads to 

the best recognition performances. 

Table 3 – Summary of results for various accent adaptations. 

 French 

Span., 

Engl. & 

Germ. 

Other 

language 

groups 

 1227 utt 3106 utt 4322 utt 

M5.A1: phon. rules & sel. 

units; generic models 
5.9 % 

(+/- 1.3 %) 
7.4 % 

(+/- 0.9 %) 
7.5 % 

(+/- 0.8 %) 

M5.A3: phon. rules, sel. 

units; adpt. EsEnDe accents 
4.7 % 5.6 % 6. 4% 

M5.A5: phon. rules & sel. 

units; adapted on all accents 
4.2 % 5.2 % 5.2 % 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper recalled and compared techniques for improving 

the recognition of non-native speech, and analyzed the 

impact of non-native speech adaptation for the various 

approaches.  Modelling pronunciation variants is necessary 

for handling non-native speech variability.  The application 

of phonological rules handles the replacement of some 

phonemes by others.  In complement, introducing models of 

phonemes estimated from data of foreign languages provides 

a way of modelling the realization of sounds by non-native 

speakers.  Using a selected set of models of French 

phonemes adapted on foreign speech data proved to be 

effective and robust, even for non-native speakers from 

other language groups. 

The adaptation of the acoustic models on various sets of 

non-native speech was also studied.  Results showed that 

detailed models, including phonological rules and extra 

units, benefit more from the task and accent adaptation 

process than baseline standard models used for native 

speech recognition. Moreover, after adaptation on a limited 

set of foreign accents, recognition performances are 

improved even on other types of foreign accents. This 

interesting result proves that the detailed modelling, relying 

on the use of phonological rules and models of target 

phonemes adapted on a few foreign languages, is useful, and 

takes benefit of available task accented data through 

classical adaptation processes, even if all accents are not 

present in the adaptation data. 
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